Sostram unveils flowable Echo 720

Sostram Corp., manufacturers of the Echo line of fungicides, has introduced a new, more concentrated Echo 720 Turf and Ornamental Flowable chlorothalonil fungicide. With six pounds AI (active ingredient) per gallon, Echo 720 delivers more disease control activity per ounce with less material applied per treated area. This more concentrated formulation provides improved cost effectiveness in the way of easier, labor-saving handling and less storage space requirements. Echo 720 is labeled for use on a wide variety of turf grasses and ornamental plantings to control dollar spot and large brown patch, among others. For more information, contact Sostram Corp., 70 Mansell Court, Suite 230, Roswell, GA 30076, or call 404-287-1032.

CIRCLE #303

Green Super Striper, new from Fox Valley

Fox Valley Systems, Inc. has introduced its new 1995 Green Super Stripping Machine. The Super Striper is now able to produce sharper 2-inch to 5-inch with the help of the new self-orienting spade tip on the compatible aerosol paint cartridges. No matter which way the can is placed into the stripper, the spade tip is ready to produce a beautiful sharp stripe.

The 1995 Super Striper is the only stripping machine with a speed indicator and weighted windscreen. Height adjustments and a side stripper attachment for curbs are other included innovations in the new green stripping machine. Just press the trigger and walk. Each paint cartridge covers approximately 200 linear feet. For more information, call 1-800-323-4770 and ask for Department R821; or write to Fox Valley Systems, Department R851, 640 Industrial Drive, Cary, IL 60013.

CIRCLE #301

Carts

The Best Flags, Signs, Flagsticks, Tee Markers, Practice Green Markers, And Accessories Ever Made.

Call today for a catalog and more information.

FORECAST
DISTINCTIVE GOLF COURSE ACCESSORIES

16761 Burke Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92647
Phone 714 842-8494 / 800 843-0809

CIRCLE #142

Natural Disasters Happen

(and we mean in addition to your score!)

Preserve your Golf Course

- With accurate mapping of topographic features of greens and surrounding areas

New Courses

- As built drawings of tees, fairways & greens

Accurate square footages

Laser Measurements

- Standard tee to green

- Sprinkler heads

- Ponds, traps, streams

CIRCLE #144

Pre-Fab Shelters

American Leisure Designs offer a wide variety of economical, prefabricated park shelters and buildings in octagonal, hexagonal and traditional dimensions. Structure designs include clear span laminated wood trusses, steel trusses and dimensional lumber trusses. Structures meet or exceed all building codes.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL:
1-800-456-2534
AMERICAN LEISURE DESIGNS, INC.
Highway 31 South • Greenville, AL 36037

CIRCLE #143

Alpine: Nugget, only greener

Alpine Kentucky bluegrass from Pickseed is different. The objective was to use the old, but still very useful variety Nugget as a model. The decumbent growth and winter hardiness of nugget were two of its many desirable traits. Nugget's slow spring green-up and lack of dollar spot resistance were two of its weaknesses.

Alpine is a very decumbent, low-growing type like Nugget, but it has marked improvement in leaf spot and dollar spot resistance and better spring color, too. Pickseed has successfully accelerated seed production of Alpine. It's available as Certified seed®. Contact your nearest Pickseed outlet or distributor for a free brochure and more information.

CIRCLE #305

Advanta introduces Cannon, Hector

Cannon Kentucky bluegrass from Advanta Seeds is medium-dark green variety with excellent seedling vigor and rapid establishment. Cannon exhibits excellent spring and fall color and recovers quickly from drought stress. In trials, Cannon has shown good resistance to dollar spot, summer patch, net rot and ring spot, stripe rust, stem rust, seedling rust. Hector Creeping Red Fescue from Advanta is a fine-textured, medium-dark green variety with strong seedling vigor. Hector provides excellent ground cover and density throughout the year. For more information, contact Advanta at 903-967-8923.

CIRCLE #304
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